Culture-Free Detection of Bacterial Pathogens on Plasmonic Nanopillar Arrays Using Rapid Raman Mapping.
We utilized a fast Raman spectral mapping technique for fast detection of bacterial pathogens. Three-dimensional (3D) plasmonic nanopillar arrays were fabricated using the nanolithography-free process consisting of maskless Ar plasma treatment of a polyethylene terephthalate substrate and subsequent metal deposition. Bacterial pathogens were immobilized on the positively charged poly(l-lysine)-coated 3D plasmonic substrate through electrostatic interactions. Then, the bacterial surfaces were selectively labeled with antibody-conjugated surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) nanotags, and Raman mapping images were collected and statistically analyzed for quantitative analysis of bacteria. Salmonella typhimurium was selected as a model pathogen bacterium to confirm the efficacy of our SERS imaging technique. Minimum number of Raman mapping points with statistical reliability was determined to reduce assay time. It was possible to get a statistically reliable standard calibration curve for 529 pixels (laser spot with 60 μm interval), which required a total mapping time of 45 min to get a standard calibration curve for five different concentrations of bacteria in the 0 to 106 CFU/mL range. No amplification step was necessary for quantification because low-abundance target bacteria could be measured using the Raman spectral mapping technique. Therefore, this approach allows accurate quantification of bacterial pathogens without any culturing or enrichment process.